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Cavity optomechanics on a microfluidic resonator with
water and viscous liquids

Kyu Hyun Kim1*, Gaurav Bahl2*, Wonsuk Lee1,3, Jing Liu3, Matthew Tomes1, Xudong Fan3 and Tal Carmon1,4

Currently, optical or mechanical resonances are commonly used in microfluidic research. However, optomechanical oscillations by

light pressure were not shown with liquids. This is because replacing the surrounding air with water inherently increases the acoustical

impedance and hence, the associated acoustical radiation losses. Here, we bridge between microfluidics and optomechanics by

fabricating a hollow-bubble resonator with liquid inside and optically exciting vibrations with 100 MHz rates using only mW

optical-input power. This constitutes the first time that any microfluidic system is optomechanically actuated. We further prove the

feasibility of microfluidic optomechanics on liquids by demonstrating vibrations on organic fluids with viscous dissipation higher than

blood viscosity while measuring density changes in the liquid via the vibration frequency shift. Our device will enable using cavity

optomechanics for studying non-solid phases of matter, while light is easily coupled from the outer dry side of the capillary and fluid is

provided using a standard syringe pump.
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INTRODUCTION

A major application of optical resonators is in the field of sensing

where microresonators were used to sense biomarkers in serum1

and to detect viruses and nanoparticles2–4 in an aqueous environment.

With similar motivation and in a parallel effort, mechanical resonators

were used to weigh biomolecules and cells.5,6 Just like we use more

than one sense (e.g., eyes and ears) to detect hazards, optomechanics

might suggest a bridge between the seemingly parallel optical and

mechanical detection fields. The recent availability of liquid contain-

ing bubble shaped resonators,7,8 in combination with optomechanical

vibrations at .GHz rate,9–12 might pave the way for ultrasound

investigations on analytes in liquids. Nevertheless, cavity optomecha-

nics on non-solid phases of material was never before demonstrated.

One of the major ‘show stoppers’ on the way to microfluidic opto-

mechanics originates from the fact that water has acoustical impe-

dance that is more than 4000 times larger than air. Hence, naively

immersing optomechanical devices in water will accordingly increase

the acoustical radiation losses. Liquid submerged optomechanical

oscillators are therefore challenging, as sound will tend to escape from

the cavity by radiating out rather than being confined to the resonator.

Here, we confine the high-impedance water inside6,13 a silica-bubble

resonator so that its acoustical quality factor is minimally affected. In

this manner, when both mechanical and optical quality factors, Qm

and QO, of microdevices are sufficiently leveraged, their optical and

mechanical modes can be parametrically coupled, allowing the optical

excitation of vibrations.14 In spherical shapes9 such as our bubble,

excitation of mechanical breathe modes, at 100 MHz rates, is expected

via the centrifugal pressure applied by a circulating optical whisper-

ing-gallery mode. It is interesting that we could also observe some

1 GHz and 11 GHz modes in the same microfluidic device that were

excited via a different mechanism as explained in Refs. 11 and 15.

Bubbles along microcapillaries7,8,16,17 and on-chip18 devices can

possess excellent optical transmission7,8,16,17 together with low mech-

anical dissipation while allowing liquid to be placed inside the device.

Additionally, such glass bubbles can benefit from optically excited

vibrations as no electrodes are needed. This is because optical excita-

tion can be performed in a contactless manner with light coupled into

the device from a nearby tapered fibre that does not dampen mech-

anical vibrations.19 This makes such silica-glass bubbles attractive as a

new type of a microfluidic optomechanical device as we will show here.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Fabrication

Following the similar method presented in Ref. 7, we stretch a silica

capillary while softening the glass using amplitude modulated CO2

lasers, into a large diameter bubble in the middle of a microcapillary

(Figure 1a–1c). We can fabricate devices with various bubble dia-

meters upon request and with wall thickness below 600 nm.8

Experimental set-up

We evanescently couple light from a tapered optical fibre19 (Figure 1d

and 1e) into the glass bubble to excite its optical whispering-gallery
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Figure 1 Fabrication and experimental set-up. (a) SEM image of a bubble-shaped capillary resonator together with its calculated first and third eigen mechanical

modes (b, c) where colours stand for deformation. Corresponding experimentally measured oscilloscope and electric spectrum analyser signals are also shown

underneath. Diameter and wall thickness of our device are 72 and 10mm. (d, e) Experimental set-up: light (red) is evanescently coupled to an optical whispering-gallery

mode of a bubble capillary where its centrifugal radiation pressure excites the bubble’s mechanical breathing mode (e, green arrows). This vibration modulates the

transmitted light as detected with a photodiode on the other side of the coupler. Transmitted signal shows high modulation due to mechanical vibrations of the

resonator. Water is inserted in the bubble through a microcapillary inlet, using a syringe pump. The optical wavelength that we used is 1.5 mm. SEM, scanning electron

microscope.
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mode. The inflating radiation pressure on the device walls is enhanced

by the multiple optical recirculations and excites the vibrational

breathe mode of the bubble in a self-sustained process.14 Vibration,

in return, modulates the circulating light in a manner that can be

observed by a photodetector. We optically measure mechanical vibra-

tions by coupling part of the resonator light that was circulating in the

vibrating cavity through the other side of fibre to a photodetector

(Figure 1e).

Light experiences a high degree of modulation (Figure 1e) due to the

mechanical vibrations, and since its power is at the mW scale, it is

easily measurable with a low-noise photodetector (Figure 1e, Figure 2).

To reiterate, the mechanical mode is both excited and interrogated by

light via standard telecom-compatible optical fibres with no external

feedback, control or modulation needed. As for the fluidic capability,

liquids or gases are flown through the capillary by using a syringe

pump.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We start our experiment with a sugar water solution at 44% weight

concentration, and measure a 28.6 MHz vibration (Figure 2a, green).

We choose to use high-concentration aqueous sucrose solution

because its viscous dissipation is ten times higher than water and three

times higher than blood, showing that our microfluidic optomecha-

nical device (mFOM) works even on liquids with relatively large mech-

anical loss. To prove the feasibility of monitoring changes in the

inspected analyte, we measured the vibration frequency while redu-

cing the concentration of sugar down to pure water and then replacing

water with air. A frequency shift of more than 3 MHz was observed.
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Figure 2 Proof of feasibility: optomechanical vibration on non-solid phases of materials. (a) Experimentally measured opto-excited vibration while different fluids are

inside the resonator. The inspected fluids are air and viscous water sugar solution with sugar concentration changing from 0 to 45% (w/w). (b) The experimental

frequency drift is presented as a function of the fluid density together with its corresponding finite element numerical calculation and analytical estimation (Equation

(1)). (c) Finite element calculation of the mechanical modes where wireframe represents the device at mechanical equilibrium. Colours and deformation of the wall

represent the acoustical amplitude. Note that despite of its shape, the ‘with air’ mode is the first order mode as all of its sections are moving in phase.
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This large shift is not surprising since the fluid occupies a large portion

of our device. Similar to previous work,9 selective excitation of indi-

vidual mechanical modes is possible by tuning the photon lifetime in

the cavity until it is comparable with the acoustical cycle time of the

mechanical mode that we are interested to excite. This is done here by

changing the optical loss rate (5optical frequency/QO) in our cavity by

means of controlling the coupler–resonator distance to increase loss and

excite mechanical modes at higher vibrational rates. QOs in the order of

106 were required for the high-frequency mechanical modes, while QOs

in the order of 107 were needed for the low-frequency vibrations. We

will now theoretically explain this frequency shift. First, we fit the mea-

sured frequency shift (Figure 2a) to a simplified analytical model where

the vibrational frequency f is related to the time it takes sound to cross

from one side of the device to the other as given by

1

f
~

xsio2

vsio2

z
xsw

vsw

ð1Þ

where vsio2 is the speed of sound in silica and vsw is the speed of sound in

the water sugar solutions as measured in Ref. 20. Similarly, xsio2 and xsw

represents the thickness of silica and liquid region. Optimizing xsio2 and

xsw as free parameters resulted a fit that is shown in Figure 2b in green,

next to the corresponding experimental measurements. For getting

further details on the vibrational mode, we calculated a numerical finite

element solution that is simultaneously involving different physical

models for the solid and liquid region of our device as explained in

Ref. 21. This multiphysics model provides the natural mechanical fre-

quency and the corresponding deformation of the device (Figure 2). It

is evident that adding liquid modifies the shape of the mechanical

mode; again, this behavior is expected since liquid occupies most of

the volume of our device and has density much higher than air.

Showing above that we can experimentally work with viscous liquid

while measuring changes, we now go to the important question about

the detection resolution. Practically, the detection resolution is affec-

ted by the oscillation linewidth (such as the ones in Figure 2) and by

the frequency fluctuations. The oscillation full width at half maximum

for a water-filled bubble is measured to be 9 kHz near oscillation

threshold implying a ‘cold’ mechanical quality factor of 2172 at

19.75 MHz. When the optical input is increased over the oscillation
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Figure 3 (a) Measuring frequency stability of a water-filled resonator using a spectrogram. Standard deviation was measured as 112 Hz. (b) Allan deviation of

oscillation peak frequencies. (c) Measuring mechanical quality factor of a water-filled resonator was obtained from the resonance linewidth at subthreshold. (d) In

above threshold behaviour, linewidth narrowing down to 35 Hz was measured. FWHM, full width at half maximum.
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threshold, the linewidth narrows to 35 Hz as shown in Figure 3d. The

frequency shift of the oscillation is then measured in the form of a

spectrogram (Figure 3a).

Statistics of the oscillation spectrogram over a 36-s period provide a

standard deviation of 112 Hz (Figure 3a). A more complete analysis for

frequency stability is given by the Allan deviation22,23 (Figure 3b),

which calculates deviation between two frequency measurements

separated by a fixed time difference. Being conservative, we estimate

our resolution limit as the 112 Hz standard deviation rather than the

smaller Allan deviation. We believe that in the future, a differential

detection scheme could cancel out drifts using a split mechanical

mode similar to what is currently done in optical detection.4

The optical quality factor, QO, is measured using the resonance

linewidth to be near 73106. Moreover, this value of QO is not affected

by introducing water inside the bubble resonator. Since water absorbs

light for the wavelength used (1.5 mm), this result indicates that the

optical mode did not extend to the liquid. We can therefore conclude

that the mechanical mode can be optically excited even with optically

opaque liquids inside the capillary.

The mechanical quality factor, Qm, with water inside, is measured

from the subthreshold mechanical linewidth. We measure Qm52172

at f519.75 MHz (Figure 3c). This quality factor is six times smaller

than what the dry device allows.

Measurement of the vibration threshold shows that oscillations

typically start near 1 mW of optical power for the dry and wet capil-

laries and sustain as long as we keep our laser source on.

As the optical mode is phase modulated by the mechanical vibra-

tion, higher-order optical (Stokes) lines exist in the transmitted light.9

This is evident with more than 25 Harmonics of a 32 MHz vibration

spanning up to 0.8 GHz as shown in Figure 4 (blue). These high

harmonics indicate that the mechanical vibrations result in an optical

frequency shift that is larger than the optical resonance width.9 The

harmonics in Figure 4 might be useful in cases where frequency mul-

tiplication is needed without adding any hardware. Moreover, we were

able to measure breathing mode vibrations up to 140 MHz (Figure 4,

red) while relying on high-order mechanical modes.9 The harmonics

of this mode signal extended above 1 GHz in frequency.

CONCLUSION

While in many optofluidic devices, the motion of fluids affects

light,24,25 here, in contrast, radiation pressure allows light to create

mechanical vibration in a device that contains a fluid. We show here

sustainable optically excited vibrations in a mFOM bubble at 20 MHz

to 140 MHz rates with different types of liquids inside the resonator. A

variety of conditions can be easily maintained inside the bubble,

including fluids more viscous than serum, while light is conveniently

coupled from the outer dry side of the bubble. By doing this, our

device technologically enables optomechanics on non-solid state

phases of mater. In the future, microfludic optomechanics might

evolve toward using superfluids to support low dissipation for experi-

ments in quantum optomechanics.
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Figure 4 Experimental results in a water-filled resonator: high-frequency modes

are excited with many harmonics in the measured signal.
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